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Abstract:- In this paper, we present a hybrid method for 

efficiently estimating missing discrete attributes 

appearing in data manipulation or processing. The 

principle of the method consists first of all in 

determining the segment to which the missing value 

belongs and then estimating it by majority vote when 

possible. Otherwise the average of the missing attribute 

is determined from the complete data of the segment. 

Several cases may arise. The case where the non-missing 

attributes have the same modality (they are in the same 

interval) is dealt with by calculating the centre of the 

missing attribute. 𝑴of the class and the average 𝒎 

attributes that are not missing. If 𝒎 is less than 𝑴 then 

the value 𝒆 of the missing attribute is estimated by the 

value of the non-missing attribute within the interval 

[𝒂, 𝑴[ where 𝒂 is the lower bound of the modality. 

Otherwise, the value of the other non-missing attribute is 

used for estimation. The second case, where the non-

missing attributes have different modalities, is treated by 

calculating the average 𝒎 attributes that are not missing 

and then estimate the missing value. 𝒆by the not-missing 

attribute having the same modality as 𝒎. Finally, an 

error test based on RMSE demonstrates the effectiveness 

of our method. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The data preparation phase is a crucial step in 

knowledge discovery [1]. Data cleaning is one of its most 

important tasks. It consists of dealing with imperfections 

such as inconsistencies, outliers or missing data. These 

imperfections are due to machine errors and human 
carelessness or forgetfulness. These imperfections, 

especially missing data, prevent the direct use of data mining 

algorithms for the discovery of prediction models in the 

collected data [2], [3]. Their presence in databases also 

reduces the performance of data mining algorithms [4]. 

 

The processing of missing data has a twofold interest. 

The first interest is to improve the quality of the data. The 

second is to improve the performance of the data mining 

algorithms, thus favouring good prediction results. To this 

end, the authors [5] propose the CCA (Complete Case 

Analysis) and LOCF (Last Observation Carried Forward) 
methods. Their methods are the main methods for 

processing missing data in nutritional trials. However, they 

introduce biases in the results. The authors [6] propose the 

DMI (Decision tree based Missing value Imputation) 

method to improve the quality of road accident data. They 

develop their method using the decision tree and the EM 
(Expectation Maximization) algorithm. The DMI imputes 

missing numerical values using the EM algorithm and 

missing qualitative values using the values of the majority 

class in the sheets.  

 

In addition, the authors [7] propose the DSMI 

(Decision tree and Sampling based Missing value 

Imputation) based on the sampling of distributions obtained 

from correlation measures to impute missing values. The 

method also uses the decision tree and correlation. Their 

method focuses on the treatment of qualitative missing 

values. Recently, the authors [8] develop the Correlation 
Maximization-based Imputation Methods (CMIM) based on 

correlation and regression. Their method first looks for 

highly correlated data segments. Then, they apply linear 

estimation models in these segments. Applying regression 

models to the highly correlated data segments instead of the 

data set thus improves the performance of both quantitative 

and qualitative missing data imputation methods. However, 

the CMIM ignores discrete quantitative missing values and 

does not correctly identify highly correlated segments. The 

majority of recent methods do not consider the correlation 

between quantitative attributes and do not clearly define 
majority voting. If they do, they are more suitable for 

qualitative data. Furthermore, they do not work properly for 

records with at most one missing attribute [7]. Thus, 

imputation methods can be improved. Our aim is to propose 

an efficient method for imputation of quantitative missing 

data. The authors [6] show that the use of subsets of data in 

the imputation process improves the performance of the 

imputation methods.  

 

In this study, we propose a new algorithm to solve 

some of the problems of recent methods. Our method 

addresses the problem of ignoring discrete missing values of 
records with more than one missing attribute, in addition to 

the qualitative values treated by the authors [7]. The method 

also addresses the problem of segmentation. Our method is 

hybrid. It combines the decision tree and an estimation based 

on double segmentation. The minimum distance (distance 

between the mean and the non-missing values of the same 

modality) is used as the estimation value in the horizontal 

segments. Our method first performs a vertical segmentation 
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to group the attributes into classes or modalities. The 

objective of the vertical segmentation is to optimize the 
construction of decision trees and the estimation of discrete 

missing values. Then, it proceeds to a horizontal 

segmentation to obtain highly correlated data subsets. These 

subsets constitute the estimation segments. Finally, 

estimation is performed vertically in these segments attribute 

by attribute. 

 

Our experiments show that the proposed algorithm has 

a better imputation accuracy compared to the average, 

KNNI, DSMI. This paper is presented as follows: Section 2 

presents an analysis of related recent work on methods for 

processing missing data. Section 3 then describes our new 
model for processing missing data. Then in section 4, we 

present the estimation results of the model which we 

validate by RMSE and MAE error tests. Finally, in section 

5, we analyse our results to draw the consequences. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

There are several methods for imputing missing data in 

the literature. They are classified into two approaches: 

suppression and imputation [5]. Deletion involves 

eliminating all records with missing attributes from the 
database. This way of dealing with missing data is called full 

case analysis [9, pp. 35-38], [10]. It therefore leads to loss of 

information and significantly reduces the sample size when 

the proportion of missing data is large [11]-[13]. The second 

method of suppression is the analysis of available cases 

[14]-[16]. It is an improvement on full case analysis to avoid 

loss of information and to preserve the original data 

structure. However, it ignores missing values. The 

advantages of both methods are their simplicity of 

implementation and use. In addition, they are implemented 

by default in learning machine and statistics applications. 

 
The imputation approach is an improvement of the 

suppression methods. It consists of preserving the structure 

of the data and therefore the sample size. In addition to the 

preservation, it estimates the missing value unlike the 

suppression methods [17], [18]. It is the best approach for 

dealing with missing values [18], [19]. Several imputation 

methods are proposed in the literature. These include mean, 

KNNI (k-Nearest Neighbour Imputation) [20], [21], 

regression [22], [23], MI (Multiple Imputation) [24], SVMI 

(Support Vector Machine Imputation) [25]. Imputation by 

mean or mode. This is one of the most frequently used 
methods. It consists of replacing missing data for a given 

quantitative attribute with the average of the complete set of 

values. For the qualitative attribute the mode is used [21]. 

More robust methods are based on the relationships between 

attributes. There are also two conventional approaches based 

on relationships between attributes. The setwoapproaches 

are the global approach[26], [27] and the local approach [7], 

[8], [28]. 

 

The author [27] develops the Expectation 

Maximization Imputation (EMI) method which deals with 
quantitative missing values. Missing values are imputed on 

the basis of the matrix of mean and covariance. The EMI 

method begins with an initial estimation of the mean and 

covariance matrix. It then proceeds through one iteration 
until the imputed values and the matrix are approximately 

equal from the previous iteration. For each record, missing 

values are estimated based on the relationship between the 

attributes. EMI outperforms conventional EM methods in 

datasets with more records than attributes. The EMI method 

only works for quantitative missing values and applies to a 

random data set. In addition, it applies to datasets with high 

correlations between attributes.  

 

The EMI imputes only quantitative missing values. 

The basic idea of the FIMUS (Framework for Imputing 

Missing values Using co-appearance, correlation and 
similarity analysis) method [26] is to impute qualitative 

missing values. The authors use co-appearance, correlation 

and similarity of values of an attribute. These three 

parameters are used to impute qualitative missing values. 

FIMUS uses similarity and co-appearance at the same time. 

Two levels of similarity are calculated using the co-

appearance of attribute values of records in a dataset. The 

first level of similarity is calculated using the co-appearance 

of attribute values of records. The second level uses the 

direct neighbour method. FIMUS also takes into account all 

the records in a dataset for the imputation of missing values. 
However, its main problem is its mathematical complexity. 

For imputation, similarity values depend on co-occurrence 

values. Indeed, FIMUS multiplies the similarity value by the 

co-appearance value. If there is no co-appearance value, then 

the associated similarity value has no impact to impute the 

missing values. In addition, it assigns a massive calculation 

to the similarity graphs when the number of records in the 

dataset is large. Validation of the accuracy of the imputation 

is done using RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) and the 

concordance index. 

 

The EMI and FIMUS methods use the full set of data. 
Their imputation accuracy is better in a dataset with higher 

correlations than in a dataset with lower correlations. The 

authors [29] show that Correlations between attributes 

within a horizontal partition of a dataset can be higher than 

correlations across the dataset. Their method called DMI is 

an extension of the EMI method and deals with data sets 

with low correlations. It uses the C4.5 decision tree 

algorithm and the EMI estimation technique. First, DMI 

divides the data set into a number of horizontal segments 

obtained from the decision tree leaves. The correlations 

between the attributes of the records in a leaf are higher than 
the correlations of the attributes in the dataset. Thus, the 

DMI estimates missing values for records in a leaf using the 

EMI rather than for all records in the dataset [26], [27]. The 

DMI impute numeric missing values using the EMI. While 

the majority vote of the class value is used to estimate the 

qualitative missing value. The DMI method is significantly 

superior to EMI. However, it suffers from various problems. 

First, it does not work if all records have the same value for 

a numeric attribute. Second, it is useless when all numerical 

values are missing from a record. A more serious problem is 

that the authors do not handle the imputation of records with 
missing values that are found in more than one sheet. In 

addition, it suffers from a complexity of computation time. 
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This problem is due to its technique of estimating EMI to a 

small data set. 
 

The authors [29] maintain the advantages of the DMI 

method and propose the iDMI method. Their study focuses 

on one of the problems of the DMI method. They deal with 

the complexity of the computational time of the DMI 

method in a smaller data set. The authors show that iDMI 

requires less computing time than DMI and IBLLS (Iterative 

Bicluster-based Least Square) [30]. Since it uses a sheet, 

instead of the data set, for the calculation of the mean value. 

 

The authors [7] propose a further refinement of the 

iDMI method on more real road accident data sets in order to 
achieve greater imputation accuracy. This method is called 

DSMI. It imputes both quantitative and qualitative attributes 

unlike EMI. Missing attributes are imputed by calculating 

the IS (Interest factor and Support count) correlation 

between the missing attributes and those observed in a 

record. For this purpose, two correlation measures are used, 

a direct one called 1st level similarity and a transitory one 

called 2nd level similarity or weighted similarity measure. 

To account for the uncertainty inherent in actual data, the 

DSMI imputes missing attributes prior to correlation by 

sampling from a list of potential imputed values based on the 
degree of affinity. Random sampling by affinity helps to 

reduce systematic bias in the imputed dataset. Experience 

shows that DSMI outperforms DMI, iDMI, KNNI, FIMUS 

methods on qualitative data sets. However, the method does 

not work for records containing at most one missing 

attribute and requires a longer computation time. DSMI 

suffers a loss of performance when faced with a large 

number of records with a quantitative missing attribute.  

 

The authors [28] divide the data set like DSMI into 

two subsets, MissA and NonMissA, in order to improve 

imputation of quantitative missing attributes, so that the 
method works for all records with at most one missing 

attribute. The Model based Missing value Imputation using 

Correlation (MMIC) method uses the same IS correlation 

measure as the DSMI method [7], this time determining a 

correlation index before and after imputation. Thus, three 

correlation index models MMIC1, MMIC2 and MMIC3 are 

used. The KNN algorithm applied to the MMIC model 

imputes both categorical and numerical attributes. For each 

missing attribute, it generates a table T containing the closest 

K neighbours to the record containing the missing value. 

The MMIC calculates the correlation index from the T-table 
using IS correlation and weighted similarity measures. After 

calculating the correlation index for each value, the 

maximum correlation index value is selected for the 

qualitative attribute imputation and the mean for the 

quantitative attribute. The MMIC generates an attribute 

ranking indicating the very first attribute to be used for 

imputation of missing data and provides an offset for the 

numerical values. In this way, the MMIC increases the 

accuracy of classifiers in the classification domain. 

However, it introduces biases in the imputation of 

quantitative attributes and decreases accuracy by increasing 
the average error when the rate of missing attributes is large.  

 

The authors [8] improve the accuracy of imputation 

from previous work with ten imputation methods based on 
maximising CMIM correlation. The method consists in 

finding data segments with strong linear relationships 

between their characteristics using a well-known criterion. 

Thus, unlike the DMI method, the CMIM approach directly 

uses correlation for the estimation of missing data and also 

accurately measures the degree of correlation. Unlike the 

FIMUS method which does not use any advanced technique. 

The CMIM approach estimates missing values by applying 

regression models to discovered segments. Unlike 

conventional regression-based imputation methods that 

apply regression models to the entire data set, the proposed 

approach applies regression models to highly correlated data 
segments in order to obtain lower prediction errors. CMIM 

does not require complex non-linear models to estimate 

missing values. A ranking system is also used to determine 

the priority of imputation for each missing characteristic. 

However, the CMIM ignores discrete missing attributes. 

Also, the CMIM method has difficulties in selecting the best 

sub-set of highly correlated data. In addition, it requires 

more computation time and the ranking of characteristics is 

only performed once during the entire imputation process. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

 

I. Rating 

Our study exploits two segments of modality 

represented by 𝑪𝒏. 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑛 ∈ {1,2} or 𝐶1 =
 [18, 35[ 𝑎𝑛𝑑𝐶2 = [35, 65].We refer to 𝒂𝒊𝒋 the occurrence of 

an attribute located in the missing or complete data table at 

the 𝑖𝑒𝑚𝑒  line and the 𝑗𝑒𝑚𝑒 column. 𝑖designating the 

registration number and 𝑗 the attribute number. We 

introduce the following quantitative quantities. Either 𝒎 the 

average number of occurrences𝑎𝑖𝑗 , 𝑴 the centre of the 

modality and 𝒆estimation of the missing value. In addition, 

we refer to𝒂, 𝒃, 𝒄 the limits of the different modalities. 

∆isthe deviation from the mean 𝒎 and each of the non-

missing values𝒂𝒊𝒋. 𝐷𝑐. the complete data set. 𝐷𝑚 ,the missing 

data set. 𝐷𝑜 ,the original data set. 𝑅𝑖the records of these 

different datasets. 

 
II. Our proposed method 

A novelty of our approach is the combination of 

vertical and horizontal segmentation.  

 

The first segmentation is vertical. Its main interest is 

the creation of the modalities 𝑪𝒏upstream to allow the 

processing of discrete attributes. The modalities𝑪𝟏 , 𝑪𝟐 

created allow the grouping of similar or correlated records. 

The values 𝒂𝒊𝒋 correlated values resulting from the pooling 

represent the set of plausible estimation values.  

 

The second segmentation is horizontal. It consists in 

selecting the terminal nodes or leaves from the construction 

of decision trees. The end nodes constitute the horizontal 

segments. In these segments, we estimate the missing 

occurrences by the minimum distance ∆ calculated between 

the values 𝒂𝒊𝟏and the average𝒎. The different decision trees 

are constructed from the complete data set (Table 2).  
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To do this, the original data set (Table 1) is partitioned 

into two sets 𝐷𝑐 and𝐷𝑚 . Each missing record is assigned to 

an appropriate sheet (Fig. 2). Thus, the horizontal segments 

contain both records with complete and incomplete 

correlated attributes. We present our model and implement it 

from the original data set 𝐷𝑜 of Table 1. 

 

Table 1: Original data set𝐷𝑜 

𝑹𝒊 Age Salary DF Sex DTS 

R1 39 77516 13 Male 40 

R2 50 83311 13 Male 13 

R3 38 215646 9 Male 40 

R4 ? 234721 7 Male 40 

R5 28 338409 13 Female 40 

R6 ? 284582 14 Female 40 

R7 49 160187 5 Female 16 

R8 52 209642 9 Male 45 

R9 31 45781 14 Female 50 

R10 42 159449 13 Male 40 

 

The original data set𝐷𝑜is partitioned into 𝐷𝑐 and𝐷𝑚. 
These sets are represented by Table 2 and 3 respectively. 

 

Table 2: Complete data set𝐷𝑐 

𝑹𝒊 Age Salary DF Sex DTS 

R1 39 77516 13 Male 40 

R2 50 83311 13 Male 13 

R3 38 215646 9 Male 40 

R5 28 338409 13 Female 40 

R8 52 209642 9 Male 45 

R7 49 160187 5 Female 16 

R9 31 45781 14 Female 50 

R10 42 159449 13 Male 40 

 

Table 3: Missing data set 𝐷𝑚 

𝑹𝒊 Age Salary DF Sex DTS 

R4 ? 234721 7 Male 40 

R6 ? 284582 14 Female 40 

 

The Age attribute contains missing values for records 

R4, R6. For their processing, we first segment the Age 

attribute vertically into two modalities. In this case, the Age 

attribute values in the set 𝐷𝑐(Table 2) are filtered in 
ascending order. Then, duplicates are removed in order to 

proceed with segmentation according to the reality of the 

study. This segmentation is repeated for all quantitative 

attributes. It is represented in the following Fig.1: 

 
Fig. 1 :- Vertical segmentation of modalities 

 

We construct the decision tree for the Age attribute 

using the C4.5 algorithm [7]. The tree is constructed from𝐷𝑐 
(Table 2). It is also a matter of predicting sets of plausible 

values for estimating the Age attribute using the formula 

Age~Salary+DF+Sex+DTS. The ends of the tree represent 

leaves or horizontal segments (Fig. 2). In our case, we have 

three leaves. We assign the missing records R4 and R6 to the 

appropriate leaves. Thus, they are found in the leaves Leaf 2 

and Leaf 3. Sheets 2 and 3 arerepresented by Tables 4 and 5 

respectively.  

 

 
Fig. 2 :- Age attribute tree 

 

Table 4: Recording Sheet 2 or Horizontal Segment 1 

𝑹𝒊 Age Salary DF Sex DTS 

R3 38 215646 9 Male 40 

R8 52 209642 9 Male 45 

R4 ? 234721 7 Male 40 

 

Table 5: Recording Sheet 3 or Horizontal Segment 2 

𝑹𝒊 Age Salary DF Sex DTS 

R1 39 77516 13 Male 40 

R5 28 338409 13 Female 40 

R10 42 159449 13 Male 40 

R6 ? 284582 14 Female 40 

 

𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑐𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑜𝑓 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎 𝑏𝑦 𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝑖𝑠 𝑑𝑜𝑛𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑓𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑠 𝑓𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑠: 
 

 First case: the two not-missing attributes belong to the same modality.  

𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑟𝑒𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑏𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑑 𝑑𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠.  
𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒𝑠 38 𝑎𝑛𝑑 52 𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦. 𝐶2 = [35; 65].   

 

 𝐼𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑠 𝑐𝑎𝑠𝑒, 𝑤𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑴 =
35 + 65

2
= 50,

𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑛 − 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠𝒎 =
38 + 52

2
= 45. 𝐼𝑓𝒎

< 𝑴 𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝒆 𝑖𝑠 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑛
− 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 [35, 50 [𝑖. 𝑒. 38]. 𝐼𝑙𝑙𝑢𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑖𝑛 𝐹𝑖𝑔. 3. 
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Fig. 3 :- Diagrams of case 1 estimation 

 

 Second case: non-missing attributes belong to different modalities 

𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐴𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒 𝑖𝑛 𝑇𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 4 𝑖𝑠 𝑔𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑛 𝑏𝑦 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑚 =
1

𝑖
∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗

𝑖

1

.  

𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑚 =
30 + 50

2
= 40. 𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑛, 𝑤𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒 𝑏𝑦 𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑜𝑛
− 𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡𝑜 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑔𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔  

𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒. 𝑚(𝑠𝑒𝑒 𝐹𝑖𝑔. 4). 
 

 

 
Fig. 4 :- Diagrams of case 2 estimation 

 

 Third case: several attributes that are not missing in the 

same modality. 

This is the same principle as the first case. But this 

time, we introduce the distance noted∆. It is defined by ∆=
inf|𝑚 − 𝑎𝑖𝑗|. It represents the minimum distance between 

the average 𝑚 and the non-missing attributes that are in the 

same segment as𝑚.  

 

Either𝑚 =
37+38+45+55+60+50

6
= 48. The estimated value 

lies in the range of [35, 50[. The following distance table 

can be used to determine the final estimated value. 

 

Table 6: Minimum distance case 3 

Attributesaij 37 38 45 48 50 

Distance ∆ 11 10 3 0 2 

 
∆= 0, is the smallest of the distances to the average. It 

corresponds to the value of the not-missing attribute 48. We 

deduce from this that the estimate of the missing value 𝑒 is 

48 (𝑒 = 48). Diagramshown in Fig. 5 : 

Fig. 5 :- Diagrams of case 3 estimation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 Fourth case : Several not-missing attributes in different 

modalities 

This is the same principle as the second case. We also 

use the distance∆ which is the minimum of the distances 

between the average and the data with not missing values of 

the same modality as𝑚. Then the estimate of the third case 

is applied.  
 

𝑎𝑖1 = {25, 27,28,39,40,42,47,48};  
 

𝒎 =
25 + 27 + 28 + 39 + 40 + 42 + 47 + 48

8
= 36; 

36 ∈  𝐶1𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑛𝒆 ∈ {39,40,42,47,48} 
 

The distance table below is used to determine the final 

estimated value.  

 

Table 7: Minimum distance case 4 

Attributesaij 39 40 42 47 48 

Distance ∆ 3 4 6 11 12 

∆= 3is closer to 𝑚 = 36 then𝑒 = 39This is shown in Fig. 6 

: 

Fig. 6 :- Diagrams of case 4 estimation. 

 

𝑊𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑒 𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒  
𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑏𝑦 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑡 𝑖𝑛 𝐹𝑖𝑔. 7. 𝑇ℎ𝑖𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑡  
𝑑𝑒𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒𝑠 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑝𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙. 𝑊𝑒 𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝑚𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑  
𝐻𝑀𝐼𝐷 (𝐻𝑦𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑑 𝑀𝑒𝑡ℎ𝑜𝑑 𝐼𝑚𝑝𝑢𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑜𝑓𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑒 𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔  
𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑟𝑖𝑏𝑢𝑡𝑒𝑠). 
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Fig. 7 :- Flow chart of our method. 

 

 The algorithm of the model  

 

 
 

III. RESULTS 

 
The algorithm is developed with the programming 

language R using the VIM (Visualization and Imputation of 

Missing values) library [31]. Each experiment is repeated six 

times. The average performance is presented as the final 

result. All missing values are inserted according to the 

random missing data (MAR) mechanism [13], [16]. In this 

mechanism, the probability that a value is missing is 

independent of the missing values. However, it depends on 

the complete values. We also use a uni-varied structure. In 

this structure, only the missing values belong to one and 

only one attribute [16]. 

 
Our data is extracted from the UCI Machine Learning 

database [32]. These data relate to the US population census 

in 1994. Its main objective was to predict the age groups 

with an annual wage gain of more than 50,000 euros. These 

data contain the US population group between 16 and 100 

with at least one year of training (DF) and non-zero hours 

worked per week (DTS). This database contains twelve 

attributes such as age, salary, weekly working hours, to 

name but a few. This database is used to test our missing 

data processing model. We limit our study to the following 

five attributes Age, duration of training (DF), weekly 
working time (DTS), Sex and Salary. Also, there are no 

missing data in the existing database. For the purposes of 

applying our model, we delete data in order to obtain 

missing data. The missing data are introduced according to 

these six missing data rates 5%, 10%, 15%, 20%, 30% and 

40%. The missing data thus obtained are estimated by our 

model. The results of these estimates are given in Fig. 8. 

After their estimation, the values obtained are compared 

with the initial suppressed data (see Fig. 9). 

 

Using two evaluation criteria and a correlation 

coefficient, we show the effectiveness of our method. 
Thesecriteria are RootMean Square Error(RMSE) [7], [10], 

Mean Absolute Error(MAE) [8] and correlation coefficient 

RV [33], [34]. RMSE is the most widely used performance 

indicator to measure the accuracy of predictions. These 

results are given in Table 7. The MAE assesses the closeness 

of the estimated values to the initial values (see Table 6). 

The RV measures the ratio of the initial data set to the 

estimated data set. The calculated RV coefficient is equal to 

one (RV=1). It is between [0, 1]. The higher the RV; the 

lower the MAE and RMSE values (see Tables 6 and 7 

respectively), the better imputation performance. These 
criteria are formalised as follows: 

 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √1

𝑛
∑ 𝜺𝒊𝒋

2𝑛
𝑖=1    (1) 

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
1

𝑛
∑ |𝜺𝒊𝒋|

𝑛
𝑖=1    (2) 

 

𝒂𝒊𝒋represents the original value and 𝒆𝒊𝒋the estimated value. 

Error𝜺𝒊𝒋, 𝜺𝒊𝒋 = 𝒆𝒊𝒋 − 𝒂𝒊𝒋 

 

𝑅𝑉(𝑋(𝑖) , 𝑋(𝑗)) =
𝑡𝑟(𝑆𝑖𝑗𝑆𝑗𝑖)

√𝑡𝑟(𝑆𝑖𝑖
2)𝑡𝑟(𝑆𝑗𝑗

2 )
  (3) 
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With 𝑆𝑖𝑗 =
1

𝑛−1
∑(𝑋𝛼

(𝑖)
− �̅�(𝑖)) (𝑋𝛼

(𝑗)
− �̅�(𝑗))′ ; 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1; 2 

 

In addition, we compare our HMID (Hybrid Method 

Imputation of Discrete Missing Attributes) with the DSMI 
method, the KNNI (see Fig. 10). Our HMID outperforms 

these methods. 

 

 
Fig. 8 :- Results of the estimation of missing values 

 

 
Fig. 9:- Estimation errors according to the missing rate 

 

 
Fig. 10:- Overall RMSE error rates 

 

Table 6: MAEresults 

 

Table 7: RMSE results 

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

 

Our experiments show that our model is effective in 

dealing with discrete missing data as shown in Figure 8. 

Indeed, it retains monotony. Also, when the database size is 

large, it has similar properties to the KNNI algorithm [31]. 

Decision tree induction can handle continuous values. 

Furthermore, it allows multiple estimation of missing values 

of the same attribute, thus reducing the high variability of 

the dispersion, unlike the mean imputation method. The 

mean imputation method estimates a single value for all 
records with missing values. This single value is the average 

of all complete values of the missing attribute.  

 

Our model approximately reproduces all shapes of 

horizontal segments unlike CMIM [8]. The CMIM which 

has difficulty in finding highly correlated horizontal 

segments. One of the advantages of the HMID is its 

handling of missing values that fall into narrowly reduced 

segments. We favour its use in domains where the number 

of descriptors is high in large sample sizes. However, HMID 

has areas of instability due to extreme values of the 

modalities (see Fig. 8). Consequently, occurrences closer to 

0

0.05

0.1

0.15

0.2

0.25

0.3

0.35

1 2 3 4 5 6

RMSE error histograms

MHID DSMI KNNI MEAN

Rate

s 

MAE 

HMID DSMI KNNI MEAN 

5% 0,1662 0,1704 0,1706 0,2706 

10% 0,1686 0,1718 0,1722 0,2721 

15% 0,1692 0,1712 0,1725 0,2727 

20% 0,1696 0,1714 0,1727 0,2758 

30% 0,1710 0,1728 0,1734 0,2894 

40% 0,1648 0,1729 0,1735 0,3001 

Rates 
RMSE 

HMID DSMI KNNI MEAN 

5% 0,1862 0,1904 0,1906 0,2906 

10% 0,1886 0,1918 0,1922 0,2921 

15% 0,1892 0,1912 0,1925 0,2927 

20% 0,1896 0,1914 0,1927 0,2958 

30% 0,1910 0,1928 0,1934 0,3094 

40% 0,1848 0,1929 0,1935 0,3201 
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the lower end are overestimated. While those at the upper 

end are underestimated. This under- or over-estimation 
induces noisy data in the dataset. The HMID outperforms 

the DSMI, KNNI and mean methods with an average RMSE 

rate of 0.1682 (see Table 7). Our model outperforms DSMI, 

KNNI and the mean with missing data proportions ranging 

from 5% to 40%. The DSMI, like ours, uses the decision tree 

and majority vote to impute missing values. KNNI uses the 

complete occurrences of the nearest K neighbours. In the 

case of qualitative occurrences, KNNI uses the majority vote 

among the closest K neighbours, otherwise the average. The 

results (see Table 6) show the increase in the RMSE and 

MAE error rate as a function of the rate of missing values. 

When the RV correlation between the original data set and 
the estimated data set tends towards 1, the lower the RMSE 

and MAE decreases. Attribute correlations are natural 

properties of a data set. These correlations cannot be 

improved or changed for the dataset [6]. Thus, our 

calculated correlation coefficient (RV=1) shows that our 

method does not change the structure of the dataset unlike 

the mean imputation method. Our model provides better 

results for the imputation of discrete data.  

 

V. CONCLUSION 

 
In this paper, we use a hybrid approach to estimate 

missing values of discrete attributes. The case where several 

records have at most one missing attribute. In this context, 

we implement the method in different cases. The first case 

where only two complete occurrences fall in a horizontal 

segment, the estimation is done with non-missing attributes 

belonging to the same modality and then with different 

modalities. The second case deals with the estimation of 

missing attributes from several data that may belong to 

different modalities. The model has been validated using 

MAE, RMSE and RV correlation measurements with very 

good accuracy. Our method HMID outperforms methods 
such as mean, KNNI, DSMI in a uni-varied structure data 

set. In the future, we plan to extend our method to the 

processing of records with several missing attributes. The 

difficulty with these records is that they fall into several 

sheets. Thus, their estimation is ignored by the majority of 

current methods. We also plan to propose awareness raising 

tools upstream of data collection. This practice could reduce 

the proportion of missing data in order to improve both the 

performance of Data Mining algorithms and data cleaning 

methods. 
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